Transmission of Ions Through Laminated Conductance Pathways from Atmospheric Pressure

Introduction
There is significant need for improvements
in ion transport from atmospheric pressure
(AP) ionization sources into lower pressure
detectors such as a mass spectrometer.
Typical transport efficiencies are in the
range of 0.01 %, or 1 ion in 10,000 gets to
the detector. The conductance pathway
(CP), usually a tube or pinhole aperture is
the lowest cross-sectional area along the
entire transmission path. It is well
established that most of the source current
is lost on the surface of the conductance
wall or within the conductance pathway
(Figure 1). Understanding of the
mechanism of loss may help to overcome
these inefficiencies and improve sensitivity.
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Objectives
The current studies are intended to evaluate the
mechanism of ion loss in the transport regions where
losses are highest, the source and conductance path
to vacuum. Our specific goals are as follows:
1. Evaluate ion transmission through apertures
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Transmission Through
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2. Evaluate ion transmission through tubes
A

3. Model and evaluate alternative transmission and
conductance geometries in order to achieve higher
enrichment of ions through conductance openings.

Region of Flow Development
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Table I- Transmission Through a Laminated Tube (3 laminates).
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Figure 2- Simulation of ion trajectories from an electrospray
source showing a) typical voltages operated with commercial
sources, and b) operation with higher well voltages and
more effective focusing, but the associated aperture losses.
Note that the small aperture samples only a small
cross-section (<1%) of the entire conical spray.

Figure 3- Simulation of aperture losses due to field
penetration into tubes and apertures where, a) the
incident beam of ions is focused with a 200 V/mm
field and results in a 6% aperture transmission,
and b) 2000 V/mm field and results in a 1%
aperture transmission due to much higher
dispersion in the low viscous flow at the aperture
entrance.

M~1

Figure 4- Velocity profiles for gas flow along a laminar flow tube with
uniform low velocity flow at the high pressure entrance to the tube
[Position A] and a characteristic parabolic flow profile downstream
[Position B] of the entrance a distance Lent where a much higher velocity
is achieved along the axis of the tube. Note that the velocity of the
gas is much less than the speed of sound and can approach or
exceed the speed of sound in the molecular beam at the exit of the
tube. M is the ratio of the velocity of the gas to the local speed of
sound and is designated Mach Number.
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Figure 1- Estimated transmission percent and current for regions of atmospheric pressure ionization source
to the analyzer. Note the highest losses are in the regions at or near atmospheric pressure.

Our modeling and results have demonstrated that laminated
conductance pathways and laminated patterned arrays are
an alternative for significantly increasing the transmission
efficiency of ions from atmospheric pressure into vacuum.
Advantages of alternative conductance geometries are that
gas load on the vacuum can be significantly reduced without
compromise to efficiency of ion transmission. Conversely,
transmission from dispersive sources such as APCI, AP-MALDI,
and electrospray can be significantly increased while keeping
similar gas load into vacuum. Benefits with sensitivity
improvement, cost reduction, and interference removal are
anticipated.
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Figure 6- Schematic diagram of the proposed
laminated tube that ensures that the ions are
presented with a uniform field as they traverse the
entire length of the conductance pathway. The lack
of dispersive fields within the tube maintains the axial
trajectories of ions across the entire flow development
region.
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Results & Discussion

Figure 7- Schematic diagram of our general experimental configuration
utilized in our initial tube laminate studies. Our experiments were
conducted with electrospray (grounded needle) and deep-well funnel
optics to capture and focus the majority of ions produced in the
Spray Chamber. In this configuration, we used three laminated
electrodes that were separated by some applied voltage. One important
artifact of this experimental configuration was that the tube laminate
was required to be held at a large negative voltage in positive ion
mode because of our use of a glass capillary inlet. L1, L2, and L3 are
laminated lenses with separate power supplies with control each
voltage. Each lens was separated by a Vespel insulating spacer of
1mm for L1/L2 and 2mm for L2/L3.

Figure 5- The entrance boundary distance Lent as a function of
tube diameter for 25 centimeter tube lengths. Note that for the
larger tube diameters [D>400um] used in commercial systems
the distance until flow is fully developed exceeds the length
of the tube

Figure 8- Current profiles of ion beams presented to
the conductance aperture as a function of well depth.
The deeper the well, the tighter the beam. We are
capable of designing compression optics that can
compress appreciably all the ions from a dispersive
atmospheric source inside of about 500 um diameter.
This has been confirmed by dye studies and was
previously reported (Annual Meeting ASMS 2004).

Figure 9- Schematic diagram of the proposed laminated
tube that ensures the ions are presented with a dispersive
field in the region where flow is fully developed. This
operating condition minimizes the effect of dispersion
while accommodating reduced field strength at the
low-pressure end of the tube. We feel that field shaping
inside the tube will facilitate maximum transmission for
a given geometry and flow.
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Figure 10- Schematic diagram of an ion selective aperture array that is intended to minimize
conductance into a vacuum while maximizing ion transmission. a) A cross-section of the
laminated array showing ion trajectories through the conductance apertures, and b) a top
view of a circular array that will be micro-fabricated with features on the 10 um dimension.
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